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CLOSED-FORM EXPANSIONS
WITH RESPECT TO THE MIXING SOLUTION
FOR OPTION PRICING UNDER STOCHASTIC VOLATILITY
KAUSTAV DAS† AND NICOLAS LANGRENE´‡
Abstract. We consider closed-form expansions for European put option prices within
several stochastic volatility frameworks with time-dependent parameters. Our method-
ology involves writing the put option price as an expectation of a Black-Scholes formula
and performing a second-order Taylor expansion around the mean of its argument. The
difficulties then faced are computing a number of expectations induced by the Taylor
expansion in a closed-form manner. We establish a fast calibration scheme under the
assumption that the parameters are piecewise-constant. Furthermore, we perform a nu-
merical error and sensitivity analysis to investigate the quality of our approximation
and show that the errors are well within the acceptable range for application purposes.
Lastly, we derive bounds on the remainder term generated by the Taylor expansion.
Keywords: Stochastic volatility, Closed-form expansion, Closed-form approximation, He-
ston, GARCH, Inverse-Gamma
1. Introduction
We consider the European put option pricing problem in the context of several stochas-
tic volatility models with time-dependent parameters, namely the Heston, GARCH1 and
Inverse-Gamma[17, 24, 29, 34]. Our goal is to study how European put option prices can be
approximated in each of these frameworks via expansion of the so-called mixing solution,
which will be detailed later in this paper. We find that via a second-order Taylor expansion
of the mixing solution, we can derive an accurate approximation to European put option
prices in the aforementioned models. Furthermore, our method works naturally with time-
dependent parameters. This is seen a major positive as compared to other methodologies,
for example transform methods, which cannot handle time-dependent parameters well.
Our method is similar to that of Drimus [12], in which the Heston model is considered
with constant parameters. Additionally, we derive a fast calibration scheme under the
assumption of piecewise-constant parameters. A sensitivity analysis is performed in order
to assess our approximation numerically. Furthermore, we give mathematical bounds on
the error term in terms of third-order mixed moments of the underlying variance process.
†School of Mathematics, Monash University, Victoria, 3800 Australia.
‡CSIRO Data61, Risklab, Victoria, 3008 Australia.
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1Generalised AutoRegressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity.
1
2It has been well established that volatility is highly dependent on the strike and maturity
of European option contracts. This phenomenon is called the volatility smile or skew, an
attribute the well known Black-Scholes model fails to take into account [7]. In response,
there have been a number of frameworks proposed to explain the volatility smiles and
skews observed in the market.2 In particular, stochastic volatility models have been in-
troduced, where the volatility itself is a stochastic process possibly correlated with the
spot. However with this added complexity, often option prices cannot be computed in
a closed-form fashion. This is detrimental, as closed-form solutions lead to rapid option
pricing, a quality necessary for fast calibration of financial models. Without a closed-form
solution, option pricing must be done numerically via Monte Carlo or PDE methods, both
methods being computational costly.
If we assume that the characteristic function of the log-spot is known explicitly, then the
option price can be computed quasi-explicitly3, albeit under the restrictive assumption
of constant or piecewise-constant parameters [8, 17, 28]. One class of models where this
occurs are the affine4 models such as Heston as well as Scho¨bel and Zhu. However, for non-
affine models, the characteristic function of the log-spot is rarely known explicitly, and
such a procedure will not be effective. Non-affine models, although usually intractable
compared to their affine counterparts, are often far more realistic. This has been shown
in a number of studies, see for example Christoffersen et al. [9], Gander and Stephens
[14], Kaeck and Alexander [20]. For these reasons, numerical procedures such as PDE and
Monte Carlo methods have been substantially developed in the literature [3, 32].
Closed-form approximations are an alternative methodology for option pricing, where the
option price is approximated by an explicit expression. The main advantages are that
the option price can be computed rapidly and since transform methods are not used,
time-dependent parameters can usually be handled well. One motivation for quick option
pricing formulae is calibration, where the option price must be computed several times.
There have been a plethora of results on closed-form expansions in the literature. For
example, Lorig et al. [27] derive a general closed-form expression for the price of an option
via a PDE approach, as well as its corresponding implied volatility. Hagan et al. [16]
use singular perturbation techniques to obtain an explicit approximation for the option
price and implied volatility in their SABR model. Alo`s [2] show that from the mixing
solution, one can approximate the put option price by decomposing it into a sum of two
terms, one being completely correlation independent and the other dependent on corre-
lation. However, neither terms are explicit. Furthermore, similar to our work, Antonelli
et al. [4], Antonelli and Scarlatti [5] show that under the assumption of small correlation,
2For example, local volatility models, stochastic local volatility models and of course, stochastic volatility
models.
3Quasi-explicit meaning in terms of at most one-dimensional complex integrals, where the integrands are
explicit functions.
4Affine stochastic volatility models are such that lnE
(
eiu ln(St)
)
is affine in lnS0, i.e., the log of the
characteristic function of the log-spot is an affine function in lnS0 [1, 13].
3an expansion can be performed with respect to the mixing solution, where the resulting
expectations can be computed using Malliavin calculus techniques. Similarly, in the case
of the time-dependent Heston model, Benhamou et al. [6] consider the mixing solution and
expand around vol-vol, performing a combination of Taylor expansions and computing the
resulting terms via Malliavin calculus techniques.
Stochastic volatility models usually either model the volatility directly, or indirectly via
the variance process. A critical assumption is that volatility or variance has some sort of
mean reversion behaviour, and this is supported by empirical evidence, see for example
Gatheral [15]. Specifically, for modelling the variance, this class of stochastic volatility
models is given by5
dSt = St((r
d
t − rft )dt+
√
VtdWt), S0,
dVt = κt(θtV
µˆ
t − V µ˜t )dt+ λtV µt dBt, V0 = v0,
d〈W,B〉t = ρtdt,
whereas for modelling the volatility, this class is of the form
dSt = St((r
d
t − rft )dt+ VtdWt), S0,
dVt = κt(θtV
µˆ
t − V µ˜t )dt+ λtV µt dBt, V0 = v0,
d〈W,B〉t = ρtdt,
for some µ˜, µˆ and µ ∈ R.6 In this paper, we will focus on this class of stochastic volatility
models. Some popular models in the literature include:
Model Variance/Volatility Dynamics of V µˆ µ˜ µ
Heston [17] Variance dVt = κt(θt − Vt)dt+ λt
√
VtdBt 0 1 1/2
Scho¨bel and Zhu [31] Volatility dVt = κt(θt − Vt)dt+ λtdBt 0 1 0
GARCH [29, 34] Variance dVt = κt(θt − Vt)dt+ λtVtdBt 0 1 1
Inverse Gamma [24] Volatility dVt = κt(θt − Vt)dt+ λtVtdBt 0 1 1
3/2 Model [25] Variance dVt = κt(θtVt − V 2t )dt+ λtV 3/2t dBt 1 2 3/2
Verhulst/XGBM [26] Volatility dVt = κt(θtVt − V 2t )dt+ λtVtdBt 1 2 1
This paper is dedicated to detailing how a second-order expansion of the so-called mixing
solution for stochastic volatility models with time-dependent parameters can result in a
closed-form approximation for the price of a European put option, as well as how a fast
calibration scheme can be implemented. The tractability of our methodology relies largely
on the dynamics of the underlying variance process. Our method extends that of Drimus
[12], in which the Heston model is considered with constant parameters. Specifically, we
consider a variety of of stochastic volatility models including the Heston, GARCH and
5Our model formulation here is for FX market purposes, but can be easily adjusted for equity and fixed
income markets purposes.
6There exist other classes of stochastic volatility models, for example the exponential Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
model Wiggins [33] is not a part of either of these classes.
4Inverse-Gamma with time-dependent parameters. We include a robust error analysis,
design a fast calibration scheme and give extensive numerical results. The sections are
organised as follows:
• Section 2 details preliminary calculations, where we express the put option price as
the mixing solution. Once done, a second-order Taylor expansion is performed, giving
the approximation formula in terms of a number of expectations of functionals of the
underlying variance process.
• Section 3 details how to derive more convenient expressions for these expectations ob-
tained in Section 2 through change of measure techniques. Specifically, we rewrite the
spot ST as a convenient expression so as to construct a term which is a Dole´ans-Dade ex-
ponential, thereby defining a Radon-Nikodym derivative. This term allows us to change
measure, allowing for more convenient calculations.
• Section 4 introduces specific models. As precise dynamics are assumed, the objective
is to derive explicit expressions for the expectations from Section 3. In particular, we
consider the Heston, GARCH and Inverse-Gamma models.
• In Section 5 we perform an error analysis, bounding the error in the expansion in terms
of higher order moments of the underlying variance process.
• Section 6 details our fast calibration scheme. In particular, we rewrite the pricing
functions found for the Heston and GARCH models in Section 4 in terms of specific
integral operators, which can be shown to satisfy some convenient recursive properties
when parameters are assumed to be piecewise-constant.
• Section 7 is dedicated to a numerical error and sensitivity analysis for the Heston and
GARCH models.
2. Preliminary calculations
Suppose the spot S with variance σ follows the dynamics
dSt = St((r
d
t − rft )dt+
√
σtdWt), S0,
dσt = α(t, σt)dt+ β(t, σt)dBt, σ0,
d〈W,B〉t = ρtdt,
where W and B are Brownian motions with instantaneous correlation (ρt)0≤t≤T , defined
on the filtered probability space (Ω,F , (Ft)0≤t≤T ,Q). Here T is a finite time horizon,
where (rdt )0≤t≤T and (r
f
t )0≤t≤T are the deterministic, time-dependent domestic and foreign
interest rates respectively. Furthermore, (Ft)0≤t≤T is the filtration generated by (W,B)
which satisfies the usual assumptions.7 In the following, E(·) denotes the expectation under
Q, where Q is a risk-neutral measure which we assume to be chosen. We assume that the
drift and and diffusion coefficients of σ are such that σ has a pathwise unique strong
7Meaning that (Ft)0≤t≤T is right continuous and augmented by Q null-sets.
5solution. However, this is not particularly important, as our approximation methodology
eventually requires assuming specific models, which will always have a pathwise unique
strong solution.
Definition 2.1 (Geometric Brownian motion process). A process Y is called a Geometric
Brownian motion (GBM) process if it solves the SDE
dYt = µtYtdt+ νtYtdB˜t, Y0 = y0.
Assuming µ and ν are adapted to the Brownian filtration and satisfy some regularity
conditions8, Y has the well known explicit pathwise unique strong solution
Yt = y0 exp
{∫ t
0
(
µu − 1
2
ν2u
)
du+
∫ t
0
νudB˜u
}
.
We call the process Y a GBM(y0;µt, νt).
We decompose the Brownian motion W as Wt =
∫ t
0 ρudBu +
∫ t
0
√
1− ρ2udZu, where Z is
an artificial Brownian motion under Q such that B and Z are independent. Then, noticing
S is a GBM(S0; r
d
t − rft ,
√
σt), we obtain the expression
ST = S0ξT exp
{∫ T
0
(rdt − rft )dt−
1
2
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt+
∫ T
0
√
σt(1− ρ2t )dZt
}
,
ξt := exp
{∫ t
0
ρu
√
σudBu − 1
2
∫ t
0
ρ2uσudu
}
.
Denote by (FBt )0≤t≤T the filtration generated by the Brownian motion B, as well as N (·)
and φ(·) the standard Normal distribution and density functions respectively.
Proposition 2.1. The price of a put option on S, denoted by Put, can be expressed as
Put = e−
∫ T
0 r
d
t dtE(K − ST )+ = E
{
e−
∫ T
0 r
d
t dtE
[
(K − ST )+|FBT
]}
= E
(
PutBS
(
S0ξT ,
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt
))
,
(1)
where
PutBS(x, y) := Ke
− ∫ T0 rdt dtN (−d−)− xe−
∫ T
0 r
f
t dtN (−d+),
d±(x, y) := d± :=
ln(x/K) +
∫ T
0 (r
d
t − rft )dt√
y
± 1
2
√
y.
Proof. This is a consequence of the mixing solution methodology, which is detailed in
Appendix A. It was first established by Hull and White for the case of independent W
and B, then later extended by Willard for the correlated case [18, 34]. 
To obtain an explicit approximation to the put option price, we utilise a Taylor expansion
of the function PutBS.
Assumption 2.1. ξ is a martingale, or equivalently, that E(ξT ) = 1.
8For example, µ and ν bounded on [0, T ] is sufficient.
6Since ξ is a Dole´ans-Dade exponential of an Itoˆ integral process, some sufficient conditions
for when Assumption 2.1 is true are either the Novikov condition, Kazamaki condition or
Benesˇ’ conditions.9 However these conditions may impose restrictions on the parameters
which may be tighter than what is necessary. For this reason, we leave the martingality
of ξ as an assumption.
Proposition 2.2 (Second-order put option price approximation). The second-order put
option price approximation. denoted by Put(2), is given by
Put(2) = PutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
+
1
2
∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S
2
0E(ξT − 1)2 +
1
2
∂yyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)E
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)2
+ ∂xyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S0E
{
(ξT − 1)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)}
,
(2)
where (xˆ, yˆ) := (S0,
∫ T
0 (1− ρ2t )E(σt)dt).
Proof. Notice that PutBS is a composition of smooth functions. Hence, PutBS is smooth
on (R2+;R+). We expand around the mean of
(
S0ξT ,
∫ T
0 σt(1− ρ2t )dt
)
. Under Assump-
tion 2.1, the expansion point is (xˆ, yˆ) = (S0,
∫ T
0 (1− ρ2t )E(σt)dt). Thus
PutBS
(
S0ξT ,
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt
)
≈ PutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
+ ∂xPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S0(ξT − 1) + ∂yPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)
+
1
2
∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S
2
0(ξT − 1)2 +
1
2
∂yyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)2
+ ∂xyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S0(ξT − 1)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)
.
Taking expectation gives a second-order approximation to the put option price, that is,
Put(2). Notice that PutBS(xˆ, yˆ) is a deterministic quantity, thus the first order terms will
vanish. 
9See for example Kazamaki [21] and Klebaner and Liptser [22]
7Remark 2.1 (Second-order Greeks approximation). The Put Delta is obtained via partial
differentiation of the Put price with respect to the underlying S0.
∂S0Put
(2) = ∂xPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
+
1
2
[
2S0∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ) + S
2
0∂xxxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
]
E(ξT − 1)2
+
1
2
∂xyyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)E
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)2
+ [∂xyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ) + S0∂xxyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)]E
{
(ξT − 1)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)}
.
(3)
The Put Gamma is obtained via partial differentiation of the Delta with respect to the
underlying S0.
∂S0S0Put
(2) = ∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
+
1
2
[
2∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ) + 2S0∂xxxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ) + S
2
0∂xxxxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
]
E(ξT − 1)2
+
1
2
∂xxyyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)E
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)2
+ [2∂xxyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ) + S0∂xxxyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)]E
{
(ξT − 1)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)}
.
(4)
The above partial derivatives of PutBS are analogous to the second, third and fourth order
Black-Scholes Greeks, which are explicit and given in Appendix B. What remains to be
done is the calculation of each of the expectations, which are
E(ξT − 1)2,(5)
E
(∫ T
0
(1 − ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)2
,(6)
E
{
(ξT − 1)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)}
.(7)
3. Calculation of expectations
The following lemmas will be useful in order to calculate eqs. (5) to (7). These lemmas
are clear consequences of Girsanov’s theorem, and so we omit the proofs.
Lemma 3.1. By Girsanov’s theorem, there exists a probability measure Q1 ∼ Q defined
by the Radon-Nikodym derivative
dQ1
dQ
:= ξT = exp
{∫ T
0
ρu
√
σudBu − 1
2
∫ T
0
ρ2uσudu
}
,
8such that B1t := Bt −
∫ t
0 ρu
√
σudu is a Q1 Brownian motion. Furthermore, expectations
can be calculated under the new measure by the equation E(XξT ) = EQ1(X) or E(X) =
EQ1(X
1
ξT
).
We can extend the above idea to a sequence of equivalent measures.
Lemma 3.2. Let (Qn)n≥0 be a sequence of probability measures equivalent to Q, defined
by the Radon-Nikodym derivatives
dQn+1
dQn
:= ξ
(n)
T := exp
{∫ T
0
ρu
√
σudB
n
u −
1
2
∫ T
0
ρ2uσudu
}
, ξ
(0)
T := ξT , n ≥ 0,
where Q0 := Q and B
0 := B. Under Qn, B
n
t := B
n−1
t −
∫ t
0 ρu
√
σudu is a Brownian motion.
Furthermore, we have the relationship between densities as
ξ
(n)
T = ξ
(n−1)
T e
− ∫ T
0
ρ2uσudu, n ≥ 1.(8)
Expectations can also be calculated as
EQn(X) = EQn−1(Xξ
(n−1)
T ),
EQn−1(X) = EQn
(
X
1
ξ
(n−1)
T
)
.
(9)
The two above relationships, eq. (8) and eq. (9), allow for alternative and often more
convenient calculations of expectations under Q.
Using these tools, we can now give alternative expressions for the expectations seen in
eq. (5), eq. (6) and eq. (7).
3.1. E(ξT − 1)2. First, expanding eq. (5) gives
E(ξT − 1)2 = E(ξ2T )− 1.
This second moment can be dealt with a number of changes of measures
E(ξ2T ) = EQ1(ξT ) = EQ1(ξ
(1)
T e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
tσtdt)
= EQ2(e
∫ T
0
ρ2tσtdt).(10)
Under the assumption of constant parameters10 we may calculate eq. (10) explicitly via
the Laplace transform for certain processes σ. However to our knowledge, there exists no
explicit solution when parameters are time-dependent, see Hurd and Kuznetsov [19]. In-
stead, we approximate eq. (10) by expanding the exponential around the mean of
∫ T
0 ρ
2
tσtdt
10That is, α(t, σt) = α(σt), β(t, σt) = β(σt) and ρt = ρ.
9to second-order.
EQ2(e
∫ T
0
ρ2tσtdt)
≈ EQ2
{
e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
tEQ2 (σt)dt
[
1 +
∫ T
0
ρ2t (σt − EQ2(σt)) dt+
1
2
(∫ T
0
ρ2t (σt − EQ2(σt)dt)
)2]}
= e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
tEQ2 (σt)dt
{
1 +
1
2
EQ2
[(∫ T
0
ρ2t (σt − EQ2(σt)dt)
)2]}
= e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
tEQ2 (σt)dt
{
1 +
∫ T
0
ρ2t
∫ t
0
ρ2sCovQ2(σs, σt)dsdt
}
,
where we have used the fact that
(∫ T
0 f(t)dt
)2
= 2
∫ T
0 f(t)
(∫ t
0 f(s)ds
)
dt.
3.2. E
(∫ T
0 (1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)2
. To calculate eq. (6), we use the same trick from Sec-
tion 3.1.
E
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)2
= 2
∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )
(∫ t
0
(1− ρ2s)Cov(σs, σt)ds
)
dt.
3.3. E
{
(ξT − 1)
(∫ T
0 (1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)}
. Calculation of the mixed expectation eq. (7)
gives
E
{
(ξT − 1)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)}
=
∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )
(
E(ξTσt)− E(σt)
)
dt
=
∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )
(
EQ1(σt)− E(σt)
)
dt.
4. Pricing equations for specific models
We now introduce specific dynamics for both the spot and its underlying variance process.
From Section 3, it is apparent that a closed-form expression for Put(2) will largely depend
on the tractability of the variance process σ under the original measure Q, as well as the
artificial measures Q1 and Q2.
4.1. Heston model. Suppose the spot S with variance V follows the Heston dynamics
dSt = St((r
d
t − rft )dt+
√
VtdWt), S0,
dVt = κt(θt − Vt)dt+ λt
√
VtdBt, V0 = v0,
d〈W,B〉t = ρtdt,
(11)
where (κt)0≤t≤T , (θt)0≤t≤T and (λt)0≤t≤T are time-dependent, deterministic, strictly pos-
itive and bounded on [0, T ]. Here we model the variance directly, that is, in the language
of the initial sections, σt = Vt. This is convenient for the calculations.
10
Definition 4.1 (CIR process). A process V˜ is called a CIR process if it solves the SDE
dV˜t = κt(θt − V˜t)dt+ λt
√
V˜tdB˜t, V˜0 = v˜0,
where we assume (κt)0≤t≤T , (θt)0≤t≤T and (λt)0≤t≤T are time-dependent, deterministic,
strictly positive and bounded on [0, T ]. It can be integrated to obtain
V˜t = v˜0e
− ∫ t
0
κzdz +
∫ t
0
e−
∫ t
u
κzdzκuθudu+
∫ t
0
e−
∫ t
u
κzdzλu
√
V˜udBu.
We call the process V˜ a CIR(v˜0;κt, θt, λt).
It is clear that the variance process V in eq. (11) is a CIR(v0;κt, θt, λt).
Lemma 4.1. Let (Qn)n≥0 be a sequence of probability measures equivalent to Q, defined
by the Radon-Nikodym derivatives
dQn+1
dQn
:= ξ
(n)
T := exp
{∫ T
0
ρu
√
VudB
n
u −
1
2
∫ T
0
ρ2uVudu
}
, ξ
(0)
T := ξT , n ≥ 0,
where Q0 := Q and B
0 := B. Under Qn, B
n
t := B
n−1
t −
∫ t
0 ρu
√
Vudu is a Brownian motion.
For n ≥ 0, the dynamics of V under the measure Qn are
dVt = (κt − nλtρt)
(
θtκt
κt − nλtρt − Vt
)
dt+ λt
√
VtdB
n
t ,
which is a CIR(v0;κt − nλtρt, θtκtκt−nλtρt , λt).
Proof. This lemma is simply obtained through Lemma 3.2, then expressing V under the
new measures Qn. 
Thus, the variance process V is a CIR process under all measures considered, and we
have explicit expressions for its moments and covariance. All the terms needed can be
calculated explicitly.
4.1.1. Pricing under the Heston framework. The second-order approximation of the put
option price in the Heston framework is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1 (Second-order Heston put option price). The second-order approximation
to the put option price in the Heston model, denoted by Put
(2)
H , is
Put
(2)
H = PutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
+
1
2
∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S
2
0E(ξT − 1)2 +
1
2
∂yyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)E
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(Vt − E(Vt))dt
)2
+ ∂xyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S0E
{
(ξT − 1)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(Vt − E(Vt))dt
)}
,
(12)
11
where, referring to Section 3, the three expectations in eq. (12) can be calculated as
E(ξT − 1)2 ≈ e
∫ T
0
ρ2tEQ2 (Vt)dt
{
1 +
∫ T
0
ρ2t
∫ t
0
ρ2sCovQ2(Vs, Vt)dsdt
}
− 1,
EQ2(Vt) = v0e
− ∫ t
0
κz−2λzρzdz +
∫ t
0
e−
∫ t
u
κz−2λzρzdzκuθudu,
CovQ2(Vs, Vt) = e
− ∫ ts κz−2λzρzdz
∫ s
0
λ2ue
−2 ∫ su κz−2λzρzdz
[
v0e
− ∫ u0 κz−2λzρzdz +
∫ u
0
e−
∫ u
p
κz−2λzρzdzκpθpdp
]
du,
E
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(Vt − E(Vt))dt
)2
= 2
∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )
(∫ t
0
(1− ρ2s)
[
e−
∫ t
s κzdz
∫ s
0
λ2ue
−2 ∫ su κzdz
{
v0e
− ∫ u0 κzdz +
∫ u
0
e−
∫ u
p
κzdzκpθpdp
}
du
]
ds
)
dt,
and
E
{
(ξT − 1)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(Vt − E(Vt))dt
)}
=
∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )
{
v0
(
e−
∫ t
0
κz−λzρzdz − e−
∫ t
0
κzdz
)
+
∫ t
0
(
e−
∫ t
u
κz−λzρzdz − e−
∫ t
u
κzdz
)
κuθudu
}
dt.
Furthermore, xˆ = S0 and yˆ =
∫ T
0 (1−ρ2t )E(Vt)dt =
∫ T
0 (1−ρ2t )
{
v0e
− ∫ t0 κzdz +
∫ t
0 e
− ∫ tu κzdzκuθudu
}
dt.
Proof. Use Proposition 2.2 and adapt Section 3 to the Heston framework. Furthermore,
the CIR moments were obtained from Appendix D.1. 
4.2. GARCH diffusion model. Suppose the spot S with variance V follows the GARCH
diffusion dynamics
dSt = St((r
d
t − rft )dt+
√
VtdWt), S0,
dVt = κt(θt − Vt)dt+ λtVtdBt, V0 = v0,
d〈W,B〉t = ρtdt,
(13)
where (κt)0≤t≤T , (θt)0≤t≤T and (λt)0≤t≤T are time-dependent, deterministic, strictly pos-
itive and bounded on [0, T ]. Like the Heston model, we model the variance directly.
Definition 4.2 (Inverse-Gamma process). A process V˜ is called an Inverse-Gamma (IGa)
process if it solves the SDE
dV˜t = κt(θt − V˜t)dt+ λtV˜tdB˜t, V˜0 = v˜0,
where we assume (κt)0≤t≤T , (θt)0≤t≤T and (λt)0≤t≤T are time-dependent, deterministic,
strictly positive and bounded on [0, T ]. Let Y be a GBM(1;−κt, λt). Then the explicit
pathwise unique strong solution of V˜ is
V˜t = Yt
(
v˜0 +
∫ t
0
κuθu
Yu
du
)
.
We call the process V˜ an IGa(v˜0;κt, θt, λt).
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It is evident that the variance process V in eq. (13) is an IGa(v0;κt, θt, λt).
Lemma 4.2. Let (Qn)n≥0 be a sequence of probability measures equivalent to Q, defined
by the Radon-Nikodym derivatives
dQn+1
dQn
:= ξ
(n)
T := exp
{∫ T
0
ρu
√
VudB
n
u −
1
2
∫ T
0
ρ2uVudu
}
, ξ
(0)
T := ξT , n ≥ 0,
where Q0 := Q and B
0 := B. Under Qn, B
n
t := B
n−1
t −
∫ t
0 ρu
√
Vudu is a Brownian motion.
For n ≥ 0, the dynamics of V under the measure Qn are
dVt = κt
(
θt − Vt + nλtρt
κt
V
3/2
t
)
dt+ λtVtdB
n
t .
Proof. This lemma is simply obtained through Lemma 3.2, then expressing V under the
new measures Qn. 
Remark 4.1. Let Qn be defined as in Lemma 4.2. Under the measures Qn, n ≥ 1, V has
no known explicit solution, nor known explicit moments.
Validity of Remark 4.1. The SDE in Lemma 4.2 is a linear diffusion type SDE. From
Appendix E, it is known that if an explicit solution exists, it is given by
Vt = Yt/Ft,
where F is a GBM(1;λ2t ,−λt) and Y is the solution to the integral equation (written in
differential form)
dYt =
(
κtθtFt − κtYt + nλtρt
κt
Y
3/2
t F
−1/2
t
)
dt.
Define At := κtθtFt and Ct :=
nλtρt
κt
F
−1/2
t . Then first note that At and Ct are both
non-differentiable in t. Thus
dYt =
(
At − κtYt + CtY 3/2t
)
dt.
As far as we know, there is no explicit solution to these types of integral equations in the
literature, even when A and C are differentiable. As for explicit moments, it is unclear how
to approach this problem. There seems to be no approach to this problem in the literature,
especially in the case of time-dependent parameters, see for example Kloeden and Platen
[23] chapter 4.4 for a comprehensive list of explicitly solvable SDEs. Furthermore, as an
explicit solution does not exist, we cannot use the method of approximating moments via
the SDE’s solution.
4.2.1. Pricing under the GARCH diffusion framework: ρ = 0. The change of measure
technique gives an intractable dynamic for V ; we cannot appeal to it for calculating
expectations. However, in the case of ρ = 0 a.e., this implies ξT = 1 Q a.s., and one
will notice that the terms in the expansion requiring a change of measure will disappear.
Of course, the cost is the unrealistic assumption that spot and volatility movements are
uncorrelated. We hope to mitigate this issue in future work by combining this approach
with small correlation expansion methods, see Antonelli et al. [4], Antonelli and Scarlatti
[5].
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Theorem 4.2 (Second-order GARCH put option price). Assume ρ = 0 a.e.. Then the
second-order put option price in the GARCH diffusion model, denoted by Put
(2)
GARCH, is
Put
(2)
GARCH = PutBS(xˆ, yˆ) +
1
2
∂yyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)E
(∫ T
0
(Vt − E(Vt))dt
)2
.(14)
Here the expectation is
E
(∫ T
0
(Vt − E(Vt))dt
)2
= 2
∫ T
0
(∫ t
0
Cov(Vs, Vt)ds
)
dt.
Furthermore, xˆ = S0 and yˆ =
∫ T
0 E(Vt)dt.
Proof. Use Proposition 2.2 under the assumption of ρ = 0 a.e.. Both Cov(Vs, Vt) and
E(Vt) are given in Appendix D.2. 
4.3. Inverse-Gamma model. Suppose the spot S with volatility V follows the Inverse-
Gamma dynamics
dSt = St((r
d
t − rft )dt+ VtdWt), S0,
dVt = κt(θt − Vt)dt+ λtVtdBt, V0 = v0,
d〈W,B〉t = ρtdt,
where (κt)0≤t≤T , (θt)0≤t≤T and (λt)0≤t≤T are time-dependent, deterministic, strictly pos-
itive and bounded on [0, T ]. Unlike the Heston model, we are no longer modelling the
variance directly. Instead, we model its square root, the volatility. To arrive at the desired
framework, one replaces σt with V
2
t from the initial sections. Immediately, it is clear that
the calculations are less straightforward, as the process V 2 is not nearly as convenient as
V .
Lemma 4.3. Let (Qn)n≥0 be a sequence of probability measures equivalent to Q, defined
by the Radon-Nikodym derivatives
dQn+1
dQn
:= ξ
(n)
T := exp
{∫ T
0
ρuVudB
n
u −
1
2
∫ T
0
ρ2uV
2
u du
}
, ξ
(0)
T := ξT , n ≥ 0,
where Q0 := Q and B
0 := B. Under Qn, B
n
t := B
n−1
t −
∫ t
0 ρuVudu is a Brownian motion.
For n ≥ 0, the dynamics of V under the measure Qn are
dVt = κt
(
θt − Vt + nλtρt
κt
V 2t
)
dt+ λtVtdB
n
t .
Proof. This lemma is simply obtained through Lemma 3.2, then expressing V under the
new measures Qn. 
Under the measures Qn, n ≥ 1, V has no explicit solution, nor explicit moments. This can
seen in a similar way of Remark 4.1; the resulting integral equation needed to be solved
has no known explicit solution. Thus, we cannot explicitly calculate some of the terms in
the expansion for the IGa model.
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4.3.1. Pricing under the Inverse-Gamma framework: ρ = 0. Again, the dynamics of V are
intractable under Qn. Assuming ρ = 0 a.e. will eliminate the terms we cannot calculate.
Theorem 4.3 (Second-order IGa put option price). Assume ρ = 0 a.e.. The second-order
put option price in the IGa model, denoted by Put
(2)
IGa, is
Put
(2)
IGa = PutBS(xˆ, yˆ) +
1
2
∂yyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)E
(∫ T
0
(V 2t − E(V 2t ))dt
)2
.(15)
Here the expectation is
E
(∫ T
0
(V 2t − E(V 2t ))dt
)2
= 2
∫ T
0
(∫ t
0
Cov(V 2s , V
2
t )ds
)
dt.
Furthermore, xˆ = S0 and yˆ =
∫ T
0 E(V
2
t )dt.
Proof. Use Proposition 2.2 under the assumption of ρ = 0 a.e.. Both Cov(V 2s , V
2
t ) and
E(V 2t ) are given in Appendix D.2. 
5. Error analysis
We present an explicit bound on the error term in our expansion in terms of higher order
moments of the corresponding variance process. Specifically, this means bounding the
remainder term in the second-order expansion of the function PutBS, and for the case
when ρ 6= 0, the error term associated with the expansion of e
∫ T
0
ρ2uσudu.
We will need explicit expressions for the error terms. These are given by Taylor’s theorem,
which we will present here to fix notation. We only consider the results up to second-order.
Theorem 5.1 (Taylor’s theorem for f : R→ R). Let A ⊆ R, B ⊆ R and f : A→ B be a
C3 function in a closed interval about the point a ∈ A. Then the Taylor series of f around
the point a is given by
f(x) = f(a) + f ′(a)(x− a) + 1
2
f ′′(a)(x− a)2 +R(x),
where
R(x) =
1
2
∫ x
a
(x− u)2f ′′′(u)du = 1
2
(x− a)3
∫ 1
0
(1− u)2f ′′′(a+ u(x− a))du.
We will prefer the integration bounds to be from 0 to 1 rather than a to x, as a and x will
correspond to random variables.
Theorem 5.2 (Taylor’s theorem for g : R2 → R). Let A ⊆ R2, B ⊆ R and g : A → B
be a C3 function in a closed ball about the point (a, b) ∈ A. Then the Taylor series of g
around the point (a, b) is given by
g(x, y) = g(a, b) + gx(a, b)(x − a) + gy(a, b)(y − b)
+
1
2
gxx(a, b)(x − a)2 + 1
2
gyy(a, b)(y − b)2 + gxy(a, b)(x − a)(y − b) +R(x, y),
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where
R(x, y) =
∑
|α|=3
|α|
α1!α2!
Eα(x, y)(x − a)α1(y − b)α2
Eα(x, y) =
∫ 1
0
(1− u)2 ∂
3
∂xα1∂yα2
g(a+ u(x− a), b+ u(y − b))du,
with α := (α1, α2) and |α| := α1 + α2.
5.1. Explicit expression for error term. The representation for the total error due to
the expansion can be summarised by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3 (Total expansion error). As a functional of the underlying variance process
σ, let EBS(σ) and E˜(σ) correspond to the error induced by the expansion of PutBS and
e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
uσudu respectively. The error due to Taylor expansions for a general variance process
σ is given by
E(σ) = EBS(σ) + E˜(σ),
where
EBS(σ) =
∑
|α|=3
|α|
α1!α2!
Eα
(
S0ξT ,
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt
)
Sα10 (ξT − 1)α1
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2u)(σu − E(σu))du
)α2
,
Eα
(
S0ξT ,
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt
)
=
∫ 1
0
(1− u)2 ∂
3
∂xα1∂yα2
PutBS (F (u), G(u)) du,
F (u) := S0 + uS0(ξT − 1),
G(u) :=
∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )E(σt)dt+ u
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)
,
and
E˜(σ) = 1
4
∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S
2
0ξ
2
T e
− ∫ T0 ρ2uσudu
(∫ T
0
ρ2u(σu − EQ2(σu))du
)3
·
∫ 1
0
(1− u)2e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
mEQ2(σm)dmeu
∫ T
0 ρ
2
m(σm−EQ2(σm))dmdu.
Proof. First, we deal with the error term associated with the function PutBS, that is,
EBS(σ). Recall the expansion of PutBS around the point (xˆ, yˆ) := (S0,
∫ T
0 E(σt)(1− ρ2t )dt)
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evaluated at (S0ξT ,
∫ T
0 σt(1− ρ2t )dt) for a general variance process σ:
PutBS
(
S0ξT ,
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt
)
= PutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
+ ∂xPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S0(ξT − 1) + ∂yPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)
+
1
2
∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S
2
0(ξT − 1)2 +
1
2
∂yyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)2
+ ∂xyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S0(ξT − 1)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)
+ EBS(σ).
Using Theorem 5.2 for the function PutBS, this gives the error term as
EBS(σ) =
∑
|α|=3
|α|
α1!α2!
Eα
(
S0ξT ,
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt
)
Sα10 (ξT − 1)α1
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2u)(σu − E(σu))du
)α2
,
Eα
(
S0ξT ,
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt
)
=
∫ 1
0
(1− u)2 ∂
3
∂xα1∂yα2
PutBS (F (u), G(u)) du,
F (u) := S0 + uS0(ξT − 1),
G(u) :=
∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )E(σt)dt+ u
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(σt − E(σt))dt
)
.
We now investigate the error term associated with the calculation of Eξ2T , that is, E˜(σ).
Let us look at this term without the expectation.
ξ2T =
(
ξ2T e
− ∫ T
0
ρ2uσudu
)
e
∫ T
0
ρ2uσudu.
We expand e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
uσudu around the expectation of the exponential’s argument under Q2.
Note that ξ2T e
− ∫ T0 ρ2uσudu is the Radon-Nikodym derivative which changes measure from Q
to Q2. Expanding to second-order gives
e
∫ T
0
ρ2uσudu = e
∫ T
0
ρ2uEQ2 (σu)du
(
1 +
∫ T
0
ρ2u(σu − EQ2(σu))du+
1
2
(∫ T
0
ρ2u(σu − EQ2(σu))du
)2)
+
1
2
(∫ T
0
ρ2u(σu − EQ2(σu)du
)3 ∫ 1
0
(1− u)2e
∫ T
0
ρ2mEQ2 (σm)dmeu
∫ T
0
ρ2m(σm−EQ2 (σm))dmdu.
Finally, the coefficient in front of ξ2T in the pricing formula is
1
2∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S
2
0 . Thus,
the error term E˜(σ) can be written as
E˜(σ) = 1
4
∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S
2
0ξ
2
T e
− ∫ T0 ρ2uσudu
(∫ T
0
ρ2u(σu − EQ2(σu))du
)3
·
∫ 1
0
(1− u)2e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
mEQ2(σm)dmeu
∫ T
0 ρ
2
m(σm−EQ2(σm))dmdu.

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Corollary 5.1 (Total expansion error: ρ = 0). The error due to Taylor expansions for a
general variance process σ with ρ = 0 a.e., denoted by E0(σ), is given by
E0(σ) = 1
2
(∫ T
0
(σt − E(σt))dt
)3 ∫ 1
0
(1− u)2∂yyyPutBS
(
S0, G˜(u)
)
du,
G˜(u) :=
∫ T
0
E(σt)dt+ u
(∫ T
0
(σt − E(σt)dt
)
,
which is just EBS(σ) when ρ = 0 a.e..
5.2. Bounding error term. The hope now is to be able to bound E(E(σ)) in terms of
the higher order moments of the variance process σ. To do this, we will need to show that
the partial derivatives ∂
3PutBS
∂xα1∂yα2 (F (u), G(u)) for u ∈ (0, 1) where α1+α2 = 3, are functions
of T and K which are bounded. First, we notice the following is true.
Lemma 5.1. Consider the third-order partial derivatives of PutBS,
∂3PutBS
∂xα1∂yα2 , where α1+
α2 = 3. Let fˆ(x) := ln(x/K) +
∫ T
0
(
rdt − rft
)
dt. Then
lim
y↓0
∣∣∣∣ ∂3PutBS∂xα1∂yα2
∣∣∣∣
fˆ(x)=0
=∞.
Furthermore, this is the only case where the partial derivatives explode.
Proof. In the following, we will repeatedly denote as F to be an arbitrary polynomial of
some degree, as well as A to be an arbitrary constant. That is, they may be different on
each use. From Appendix B, it can seen that as a function of x and y, the third-order
partial derivatives are of the form
A
φ(d+)
xnym/2
F (d+, d−,
√
y), n ∈ Z,m ∈ N.(16)
Recall
d± = d±(x, y) =
ln(x/K) +
∫ T
0
(
rdt − rft
)
dt
√
y
± 1
2
√
y,
φ(x) =
1√
2pi
e−x
2/2.
Written in this form eq. (16), it is evident that the partial derivatives could only blow up
if either x or y tend to 0 or infinity. We need only look at these limits independently of
the other variable. In the following, we shall say f = o(g) if and only if limx→∞
f(x)
g(x) = 0
and f = o0(g) if and only if limx↓0
f(x)
g(x) = 0.
(1) For fixed x: From eq. (16) the partial derivatives are of the form A
φ(d+)F (d+,d−,
√
y)
ym/2
.
It can be shown that
φ(d+) = Ae
−D2 1y−D1y,
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where D2 =
1
2(fˆ(x))
2 and D1 = 1/8. Hence both D2 and D1 are non-negative.
However, there will be two cases to consider, when D2 > 0 or D2 = 0.
(a) Suppose D2 > 0, then fˆ(x) 6= 0. As F is a polynomial in d+, d−, and √y, we
can say that F (d+, d−,
√
y) = o0(1/y
M0/2) and F (d+, d−,
√
y) = o(yM/2) for some
M,M0 ∈ N. Thus∣∣∣∣φ(d+)F (d+, d−,
√
y)
ym/2
∣∣∣∣ = |A|e
−D2 1y−D1yo0(1/yM0/2)
ym/2
and also ∣∣∣∣φ(d+)F (d+, d−,
√
y)
ym/2
∣∣∣∣ = |A|e
−D2 1y−D1yo(yM/2)
ym/2
.
Then as y ↓ 0 or y →∞, the partial derivatives tend to 0.
(b) Suppose D2 = 0, then fˆ(x) = 0. Thus d+ =
1
2
√
y and φ(d+) = Ae
−D1y. Evi-
dently, F (d+, d−,
√
y) =
∑N
i=0 Ciy
i/2 for some N ∈ N and constants C0, . . . , CN .
Thus ∣∣∣∣φ(d+)F (d+, d−,
√
y)
ym/2
∣∣∣∣ = |A|e−D1y|
∑N
i=0 Ciy
i/2|
ym/2
.
This quantity tends to 0 as y →∞, as the exponential decay makes the polynomial
growth/decay irrelevant. However, when y ↓ 0, then this limit depends on the
polynomial F . If N > m and if one of the C0, C1, . . . , Cm are non-zero then this
quantity tends to ∞ as y ↓ 0. If N < m then this quantity tends to ∞ as y ↓ 0.
For each of the partial derivatives, it can be shown that either of these cases are
satisfied. Thus the partial derivatives tend to ∞ when y ↓ 0.
To conclude, for fixed x, if fˆ(x) = 0, then the partial derivatives tend to 0 if y →∞,
and to ∞ if y ↓ 0. When fˆ(x) 6= 0, the partial derivatives tend to 0 if y ↓ 0 or y →∞.
(2) For fixed y: From eq. (16), the partial derivatives are of the form φ(d+)F (d+,d−)xn . It can
be shown that
φ(d+) = Ax
−E2 ln(x)−E1 ,
where E2 > 0 and E1 ∈ R. Furthermore, as F is a polynomial in d+ and d−, then
|F (d+, d−)| ≤
N∑
i=0
|Ci|
∣∣lni(x)∣∣ ,
for some N ∈ N and constants C0, . . . CN . It is clear F = o(x) and F = o0(lnN+1(x)).
Thus ∣∣∣∣φ(d+)F (d+, d−)xn
∣∣∣∣ = |A|x−E2 ln(x)−E1−no(x).
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Then as x→∞, this quantity tends to 0. In addition∣∣∣∣φ(d+)F (d+, d−)xn
∣∣∣∣ = |A|x−E2 ln(x)−E1−no0(lnN+1(x)).
Then as x ↓ 0 this quantity tends to 0. So for fixed y, the partial derivatives tend to
0 as x ↓ 0 or x→∞.

We will however, be concerned with the behaviour of u 7→ ∂3∂xα1∂yα2 PutBS(F (u), G(u)),
meaning we will have to consider both arguments simultaneously, as they are both linear
functions of u.
Lemma 5.2. Consider the third-order partial derivatives of PutBS,
∂3PutBS
∂xα1∂yα2 , where α1+
α2 = 3 as well as the linear functions h1, h2 : [0, 1] → R+ such that h1(u) = u(d1− c1)+ c1
and h2(u) = u(d2 − c2) + c2. Assume there exists no point a ∈ (0, 1) such that
lim
u→a
ln(h1(u)/K) +
∫ T
0 (r
d
t − rft )dt√
h2(u)
= 0 and lim
u→ah2(u) = 0.
Then there exists functions Mα bounded on R
2
+ such that
sup
u∈(0,1)
∣∣∣∣ ∂3PutBS∂xα1∂yα2 (h1(u), h2(u))
∣∣∣∣ =Mα(T,K).
Furthermore, the behaviour of Mα for fixed K and T is characterised by the functions ζ
and η respectively, where
ζ(T ) = Aˆe−
∫ T
0
rft dte−E2r˜
2(T )e−E1r˜(T )
n∑
i=0
cir˜
i(T ),
with r˜(T ) :=
∫ T
0 (r
d
t −rft )dt and E2 > 0, E1 ∈ R, Aˆ ∈ R, n ∈ N and c0, . . . , cn are constants,
and
η(K) = A˜K−D2 ln(K)+D1
N∑
i=0
Ci(−1)i lni(K),
with D2 > 0,D1 ∈ R, A˜ ∈ R, N ∈ N and C0, . . . , CN are constants.
Proof. Under the assumptions of h1 and h2, by a direct application of Lemma 5.1, this
supremum will be bounded. Next, we need to show that Mα are bounded on R
2
+ and
behave as ζ and η for fixed K and T respectively.
In the following, A denotes an arbitrary constant and F an arbitrary polynomial of some
degree. They may be different on each use.
(1) Behaviour in T : Fix all variables as constant except T . Then we can write the partial
derivatives as
Ae−
∫ T
0 r
f
t dtφ(d+)F (d+, d−).
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Expanding and collecting terms with T , we can write the partial derivatives in the
form
Ae−
∫ T
0 r
f
t dte−E2r˜
2(T )e−E1r˜(T )
n∑
i=0
cir˜
i(T ) = ζ(T ),
where E2 > 0, E1 ∈ R, n ∈ N and c0, . . . , cn are constants. As ζ is a composition
of polynomials and exponentials of r˜(T ), then it is bounded for any closed interval
not containing 0. Now since supt∈[0,T ](|rdt − rft |) =: R < 1 then |r˜(T )| < RT . Thus
r˜i(T ) = o(T i) and r˜i(T ) = o0(T
i). Hence ζ tends to 0 as T ↓ 0 or T →∞. Thus ζ is
bounded on R+.
(2) Behaviour in K: Now fix all variables as constant except K. Then the partial deriva-
tives can be written as
Aφ(d+)F (d+, d−).
Expanding and collecting terms with K, the partial derivatives can be written in the
form
AK−D2 ln(K)+D1F (ln(1/K)) = η(K),
where D2 > 0 and D1 ∈ R. Then writing out the polynomial explicitly
η(K) = AK−D2 ln(K)+D1
N∑
i=0
Ci(−1)i lni(K),
where N ∈ N and C0, . . . , CN are constants. Thus
|η(K)| ≤ |A|K−D2 ln(K)+D1
N∑
i=0
| lni(K)|.
η is bounded for any closed interval not containing 0 since it is a composition of
exponentials and logarithms. Then as lni(K) = o(K) and lni(K) = o0(ln
N+1(K)), η
tends to 0 as K ↓ 0 or K →∞. Thus η is bounded on R+.

Proposition 5.1. There exists functions Mα as in Lemma 5.2 such that
sup
u∈(0,1)
∣∣∣∣ ∂3∂xα1∂yα2 PutBS (F (u), G(u))
∣∣∣∣ ≤Mα(T,K) Q a.s..
Proof. Since F and G are linear functions, then from Lemma 5.2, this claim is immediately
true if we can show that G is bounded away from 0. Recall
G(u) = (1− u)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )E(σt)dt
)
+ u
∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )σtdt.
G corresponds to the linear interpolation of
∫ T
0 (1 − ρ2t )E(σt)dt and
∫ T
0 (1 − ρ2t )σtdt. It
is clear supt∈[0,T ](1 − ρ2t ) > 0. As σ corresponds to the variance process, in application
this is always chosen to be a non-negative process such that the set {t ∈ [0, T ] : σt > 0}
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has non-zero Lebesgue measure. Thus, these integrals are strictly positive and hence G is
bounded away from 0 Q a.s.. 
We obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2. There exists a function M as in Lemma 5.2 such that
sup
u∈(0,1)
∣∣∣∂yyyPutBS (S0, G˜(u))∣∣∣ ≤M(T,K) Q a.s..
Proof. Recall
G˜(u) = (1− u)
(∫ T
0
E(σt)dt
)
+ u
∫ T
0
σtdt.
Then by the same argument in the proof of Proposition 5.1, G˜ is bounded away from 0 Q
a.s.. Hence by Lemma 5.2, the claim is true. 
Theorem 5.4 (Error bounds for general σ). The error term in the pricing formula is
bounded as
|E (E(σ))| ≤
∑
|α|=3
CαMα(T,K)T
α2− 12Sα10
(
E(ξT − 1)2α1
)1/2{∫ T
0
(1− ρ2u)2α2E|σu − E(σu)|2α2du
}1/2
+ CM˜(T,K)S20T
5/2e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
mEQ2(σm)dm
(
EQ2e
∫ T
0 2ρ
2
m|σm−EQ2 (σm)|dm
)1/2
·
(∫ T
0
ρ12u EQ2 |σu − EQ2(σu)|6du
)1/2
,
where M˜(T,K) = ∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ) is bounded on R
2
+ and C = 1/12, Cα =
1
3
|α|
α1!α2!
are
constants, the latter depending on α.
Proof. First, by Proposition 5.1, we have that Eα(S0ξT ,
∫ T
0 σt(1− ρ2t )) ≤ 13Mα(T,K). By
Theorem 5.3, the error is decomposed as E(σ) = EBS(σ) + E˜(σ). We will make use of the
integral inequality
(∫ T
0
|f(u)|du
)p
≤ T p−1
∫ T
0
|f(u)|pdu, p ≥ 1.(17)
For the term EBS(σ), we have
|EBS(σ)| ≤
∑
|α|=3
CαMα(T,K)S
α1
0 |ξT − 1|α1Tα2−1
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2u)α2 |σu − E(σu)|α2
)
,
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where we have used the integral inequality eq. (17). Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality, we obtain
E|EBS(σ)| ≤
∑
|α|=3
CαMα(T,K)S
α1
0 T
α2−1 (E|ξT − 1|2α1)1/2
{
E
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2u)α2 |σu − E(σu)|α2
)2}1/2
≤
∑
|α|=3
CαMα(T,K)S
α1
0 T
α2−1 (E|ξT − 1|2α1)1/2 T 1/2
{
E
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2u)2α2 |σu − E(σu)|2α2
)}1/2
,
where we have used the integral inequality eq. (17) for the second inequality.
For the term E˜(σ), notice that
E(E˜(σ)) = EQ2
(
E˜(σ)ξ−2T e
∫ T
0
ρ2uσudu
)
=
1
4
∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S
2
0EQ2
{(∫ T
0
ρ2u(σu − EQ2(σu))du
)3
·
∫ 1
0
(1− u)2e
∫ T
0
ρ2mEQ2 (σm)dmeu
∫ T
0
ρ2m(σm−EQ2 (σm))dmdu
}
.
Now for u ∈ (0, 1), eu
∫ T
0 ρ
2
m(σm−EQ2 (σm))dm ≤ eu
∫ T
0 ρ
2
m|σm−EQ2 (σm)|dm. Thus
sup
u∈(0,1)
eu
∫ T
0 ρ
2
m(σm−EQ2 (σm))dm ≤ e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
m|σm−EQ2(σm)|dm.
Hence∫ 1
0
(1− u)2e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
mEQ2 (σm)dmeu
∫ T
0 ρ
2
m(σm−EQ2 (σm))dmdu ≤ 1
3
e
∫ T
0
ρ2m(EQ2 (σm)+|σm−EQ2 (σm)|)dm.
Thus
E|E˜(σ)| ≤ C∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S20e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
mEQ2 (σm)dmEQ2
{(∫ T
0
ρ2u(σu − EQ2(σu))du
)3
e
∫ T
0 ρ
2
m|σm−EQ2(σm)|dm
}
.
Finally, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the integral inequality eq. (17), we obtain
E|E˜(σ)| ≤ C∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S20e
∫ T
0
ρ2mEQ2 (σm)dmT 5/2
(∫ T
0
ρ12u EQ2 |σu − EQ2(σu)|6du
)1/2
·
(
EQ2
(
e
∫ T
0
2ρ2m|σm−EQ2 (σm)|dm
))1/2
.
Furthermore, notice that ∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ) = M˜(T,K), where M˜(T,K) is a function which
behaves like M(T,K). 
Corollary 5.3 (Error bounds for general σ: ρ = 0). For ρ = 0 a.e., the error term in the
pricing formula is bounded as
|E (E0(σ))| ≤ CM(T,K)T 2
∫ T
0
E|σt − E(σt)|3dt,
where C = 1/6 is a constant.
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Proof. From Corollary 5.1, we have
E0(σ) = 1
2
(∫ T
0
(σt − E(σt))dt
)3 ∫ 1
0
(1− u)2∂yyyPutBS
(
S0, G˜(u)
)
du.
Notice that (
∫ T
0 |f(t)|dt)3 ≤ T 2
∫ T
0 |f(t)|3dt and use Corollary 5.2. Then the result is
immediate. 
In this section, we have derived a bound on the error term that depends directly on the
higher moments of the underlying variance process, and not through the partial derivatives
of PutBS. To do this, we notice that the partial derivatives appear in integrals with
arguments that are linear functions in the dummy variable u. We show the supremum of
the partial derivatives in the dummy variable u are functions in T and K whose behaviour
for fixed K and T is characterised by the functions ζ and η defined in Lemma 5.2. Then,
standard inequalities from stochastic analysis are used to obtain the final form of the
bound.
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6. Fast calibration
In this section, we devise a fast calibration scheme under the assumption of piecewise-
constant parameters. To this end, define the integral operator
ω
(k,l)
T :=
∫ T
0
lue
∫ u
0
kzdzdu.(18)
In addition, we define the n-fold integral operator using the following recurrence:
ω
(k(n),l(n)),(k(n−1),l(n−1)),...,(k(1),l(1))
T := ω
(
k(n),l(n)w
(k(n−1),l(n−1)),··· ,(k(1),l(1))
·
)
T , n ∈ N.(19)
11It is clear that the pricing equations can be written in terms of the integral operators
eq. (18) and eq. (19).
Let T = {0 = T0, T1, . . . , TN−1, TN = T} be a collection of maturity dates on [0, T ], with
∆Ti := Ti+1 − Ti and ∆T0 ≡ 1. When the dummy functions are piecewise-constant, that
is, l
(n)
t = l
(n)
i on t ∈ [Ti, Ti+1) and similarly for k(n), then we can recursively calculate the
integral operators eq. (18) and eq. (19). Define
e
(k(n),...,k(1))
t := e
∫ t
0
∑n
j=1 k
(j)
z dz,
ϕ
(k,p)
Ti,t
:=
∫ t
Ti
γpi (u)e
∫ u
Ti
kzdzdu,
where γi(u) := (u− Ti)/∆Ti and p ∈ N ∪ {0}. In addition, define recursively
ϕ
(k(n),pn),...,(k(2),p2),(k(1),p1)
Ti,t
:=
∫ t
Ti
γpni (u)e
∫ u
Ti
k
(n)
z dzϕ
(k(n−1),pn−1),...,(k(2),p2),(k(1),p1)
Ti,u
du,
where pn ∈ N ∪ {0}.12 With the assumption that the dummy functions are piecewise-
constant, we can obtain the integral operator at time Ti+1 expressed by terms at time
11For example
ω
(k(3),l(3)),(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
T =
∫ T
0
l
(3)
u3 e
∫u3
0 k
(3)
z dz
(∫ u3
0
l
(2)
u2 e
∫u2
0 k
(2)
z dz
(∫ u2
0
l
(1)
u1 e
∫u1
0 k
(1)
z dzdu1
)
du2
)
du3.
12For example
ϕ
(k(3),p3),(k
(2),p2),(k
(1),p1)
Ti,t
=
∫ t
Ti
γ
p3
i (u3)e
∫u3
Ti
k
(3)
z dz
(∫ u3
Ti
γ
p2
i (u2)e
∫u2
Ti
k
(2)
z dz
(∫ u2
Ti
γ
p1
i (u1)e
∫u1
Ti
k
(1)
z dzdu1
)
du2
)
du3.
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Ti.
ω
(k(1),l(1))
Ti+1
= ω
(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(1)
i e
(k(1))
Ti
ϕ
(k(1),0)
Ti,Ti+1
,
ω
(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti+1
= ω
(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(2)
i e
(k(2))
Ti
ϕ
(k(2),0)
Ti,Ti+1
ω
(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(2)
i l
(1)
i e
(k(2),k(1))
Ti
ϕ
(k(2),0),(k(1),0)
Ti,Ti+1
,
ω
(k(3),l(3)),(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti+1
= ω
(k(3),l(3)),(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(3)
i e
(k(3))
Ti
ϕ
(k(3),0)
Ti,Ti+1
ω
(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(3)
i l
(2)
i e
(k(3),k(2))
Ti
ϕ
(k(3),0),(k(2),0)
Ti,Ti+1
ω
(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(3)
i l
(2)
i l
(1)
i e
(k(3),k(2),k(1))
Ti
ϕ
(k(3),0),(k(2),0),(k(1),0)
Ti,Ti+1
,
ω
(k(4),l(4)),...,(k(1),l(1))
Ti+1
= ω
(k(4),l(4)),(k(3),l(3)),(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(4)
i e
(k(4))
Ti
ϕ
(k(4),0)
Ti,Ti+1
ω
(k(3),l(3)),(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(4)
i l
(3)
i e
(k(4),k(3))
Ti
ϕ
(k(4),0),(k(3),0)
Ti,Ti+1
ω
(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(4)
i l
(3)
i l
(2)
i e
(k(4),k(3),k(2))
Ti
ϕ
(k(4),0),(k(3),0),(k(2),0)
Ti,Ti+1
ω
(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(4)
i l
(3)
i l
(2)
i l
(1)
i e
(k(4),k(3),k(2),k(1))
Ti
ϕ
(k(4),0),(k(3),0),(k(2),0),(k(1),0)
Ti,Ti+1
,
ω
(k(5),l(5)),...,(k(1),l(1))
Ti+1
= ω
(k(5),l(5)),(k(4),l(4)),(k(3),l(3)),(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(5)
i e
(k(5))
Ti
ϕ
(k(5),0)
Ti,Ti+1
ω
(k(4),l(4)),(k(3),l(3)),(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(5)
i l
(4)
i e
(k(5),k(4))
Ti
ϕ
(k(5),0),(k(4),0)
Ti,Ti+1
ω
(k(3),l(3)),(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(5)
i l
(4)
i l
(3)
i e
(k(5),k(4),k(3))
Ti
ϕ
(k(5),0),(k(4),0),(k(3),0)
Ti,Ti+1
ω
(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(5)
i l
(4)
i l
(3)
i l
(2)
i e
(k(5),k(4),k(3),k(2))
Ti
ϕ
(k(5),0),(k(4),0),(k(3),0),(k(2),0)
Ti,Ti+1
ω
(k(1),l(1))
Ti
+ l
(5)
i l
(4)
i l
(3)
i l
(2)
i l
(1)
i e
(k(5),k(4),k(3),k(2),k(1))
Ti
ϕ
(k(5),0),(k(4),0),(k(3),0),(k(2),0),(k(1),0)
Ti,Ti+1
.
13The only terms here that are not explicit are the functions e
(·,...,·)
· and ϕ
(·,·),...,(·,·)
Ti,· . For
t ∈ (Ti, Ti+1], we can derive the following:
e
(k(n),...,k(1))
t = e
(k(n),...,k(1))
Ti
e∆Tiγi(t)
∑n
j=1 k
(j)
i = e
∑i−1
m=0 ∆Tm
∑n
j=1 k
(j)
m e∆Tiγi(t)
∑n
j=1 k
(j)
i ,
13In general
ω
(k(n),l(n)),...,(k(2),l(2)),(k(1),l(1))
Ti+1
=
n+1∑
m=1
ω
(k(n−m+1),l(n−m+1)),...,(k(1),l(1))
Ti
(
m−2∏
j=0
l
(n−j)
i
)
e
(k(n−m+2),...,k(1))
Ti
ϕ
(k(n−m+2),0),...,(k(1),0)
Ti,Ti+1
,
where whenever the index goes outside of {1, . . . , n}, then that term is equal to 1.
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where e
(k(n),...,k(1))
0 = 1. By using integration by parts and basic integration properties, we
find that
ϕ
(k,p)
Ti,t
=


1
ki
(
γpi (t)e
ki∆Tiγi(t) − p∆Tiϕ
(k,p−1)
Ti,t
)
, ki 6= 0, p ≥ 1,
1
ki
(
eki∆Tiγi(t) − 1) , ki 6= 0, p = 0,
1
p+1∆Tiγ
p+1
i (t), ki = 0, p ≥ 0.
In addition, for n ≥ 2,
ϕ
(k(n),pn),...,(k(1),p1)
Ti,t
=


1
k
(n)
i
(
γpni (t)e
k
(n)
i ∆Tiγi(t)ϕ
(k(n−1),pn−1),...,(k(1),p1)
Ti,t
− pn∆Tiϕ
(k(n),pn−1),(k(n−1),pn−1),...,(k(1),p1)
Ti,t
−ϕ(k(n)+k(n−1),pn+pn−1),(k(n−2),pn−2),...,(k(1),p1)Ti,t
)
, k
(n)
i 6= 0, pn ≥ 1,
1
k
(n)
i
(
ek
(n)
i ∆Tiγi(t)ϕ
(k(n−1),pn−1),...,(k(1),p1)
Ti,t
−ϕ(k(n)+k(n−1),pn−1),(k(n−2),pn−2),...,(k(1),p1)Ti,t
)
, k
(n)
i 6= 0, pn = 0,
∆Ti
pn+1
(
γpn+1i (t)ϕ
(k(n−1) ,pn−1),...,(k(1),p1)
Ti,t
−ϕ(k(n−1),pn+pn−1+1),(k(n−2),pn−2),...,(k(1),p1)Ti,t
)
, k
(n)
i = 0, pn ≥ 0.
6.1. Heston calibration scheme. From Theorem 4.1, recall the second-order put option
price in the Heston model,
Put
(2)
H = PutBS(xˆ, yˆ)
+
1
2
∂xxPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S
2
0E(ξT − 1)2 +
1
2
∂yyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)E
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(Vt − E(Vt))dt
)2
+ ∂xyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)S0E
{
(ξT − 1)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(Vt − E(Vt))dt
)}
.
The three expectations were calculated in Section 4.1.1. We can write them in terms of
the integral operators eq. (18) and eq. (19).
E(ξT − 1)2 ≈ exp
{
v0ω
(−(κ−2λρ),ρ2)
T + ω
(−(κ−2λρ),ρ2),(κ−2λρ,κθ)
T
}{
1 + v0ω
(−(κ−2λρ),ρ2),(−(κ−2λρ),ρ2),(κ−2λρ,λ2)
T
+ ω
(−(κ−2λρ),ρ2),(−(κ−2λρ),ρ2),(κ−2λρ,λ2),(κ−2λρ,κθ)
T
}
− 1.
E
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(Vt − E(Vt))dt
)2
= 2v0ω
(−κ,1−ρ2),(−κ,1−ρ2),(κ,λ2)
T + 2ω
(−κ,1−ρ2),(−κ,1−ρ2),(κ,λ2),(κ,κθ)
T .
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E
{
(ξT − 1)
(∫ T
0
(1− ρ2t )(Vt − E(Vt))dt
)}
= v0
(
ω
(−(κ−λρ),1−ρ2)
T − ω(−κ,1−ρ
2)
T
)
+ ω
(−(κ−λρ),1−ρ2),(κ−λρ,κθ)
T
− ω(−κ,1−ρ2),(κ,κθ)T .
Furthermore xˆ = S0 and yˆ = v0ω
(−κ,1−ρ2)
T + ω
(−κ,1−ρ2),(κ,κθ)
T .
Assuming the parameters are all piecewise-constant on {0 = T0, T1, . . . , TN−1, TN = T},
that is,
(κt, θt, λt, ρt) = (κi, θi, λi, ρi), t ∈ [Ti, Ti+1), i = 0, . . . N − 1,
then we can use the scheme presented in Section 6 to calibrate the Heston parameters
forwards in time.
6.2. GARCH calibration scheme: ρ = 0. From Theorem 4.2, recall the second-order
put option price in the GARCH model,
Put
(2)
GARCH = PutBS(xˆ, yˆ) +
1
2
∂yyPutBS(xˆ, yˆ)E
(∫ T
0
(Vt − E(Vt))dt
)2
.
We can write the expectation in terms of the integral operators eq. (18) and eq. (19).
E
(∫ T
0
(Vt − E(Vt))dt
)2
= 2
(
v20ω
(−κ,1),(−κ,1),(λ2,λ2)
T + 2v0ω
(−κ,1),(−κ,1),(λ2,λ2),(−(λ2−κ),κθ)
T
+ 2ω
(−κ,1),(−κ,1),(λ2,λ2),(−(λ2−κ),κθ),(κ,κθ)
T
)
.
Furthermore xˆ = S0 and
yˆ =
∫ T
0
E(Vt)dt = v0ω
(−κ,1)
T + ω
(−κ,1),(κ,κθ)
T .
Assuming the parameters are all piecewise-constant on {0 = T0, T1, . . . , TN−1, TN = T},
that is,
(κt, θt, λt) = (κi, θi, λi) t ∈ [Ti, Ti+1), i = 0, . . . N − 1,
then we can use the scheme presented in Section 6 to calibrate the GARCH diffusion
parameters forwards in time.
7. Numerical tests and sensitivity analysis
We test our approximation method by considering the sensitivity of our approximation
with respect to one parameter at a time. Specifically, for an arbitrary parameter set
(µ1, µ2, . . . , µn), we vary only one of the µi at a time and keep the rest fixed. Then, we
compute implied volatilities via our approximation method as well as the Monte Carlo for
strikes corresponding to Put 10, 25 and ATM deltas. Specifically,
Error(µ) = σIM−Approx(µ,K)− σIM−Monte(µ,K)
for K corresponding to Put 10, Put 25 and ATM strikes.
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For all our simulations, we use 2,000,000 Monte Carlo paths, and 24 time steps per day.
This is to reduce the Monte Carlo and discretisation errors sufficiently well.
7.1. Heston sensitivity analysis. We consider maturity times T ∈ {1/12, 3/12, 6/12, 1}.
We start from a ‘safe’ parameter, which are parameters calibrated by Bloomberg USD/JPY
FX option price data on 9/07/18. The safe parameter set is (S0, v0, rd, rf ) = (100.00, 0.0036, 0.02, 0)
with
(κ, θ, λ, ρ) =


(5.000, 0.019, 0.414,−0.391), T = 1/12,
(5.000, 0.011, 0.414,−0.391), T = 3/12,
(5.000, 0.009, 0.414,−0.391), T = 6/12,
(5.000, 0.009, 0.414,−0.391), T = 1.
In our analysis, we vary one of the (κ, θ, λ, ρ) and keep the rest fixed.14
7.1.1. Varying κ. We vary κ over the values {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
Table 1. κ: Error for ATM implied volatilities in basis points
κ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1M -1.31 0.10 1.12 1.85 2.40 2.82 3.14 3.39
3M -51.25 -28.87 -16.79 -9.69 -5.25 -2.35 -0.39 0.97
6M -125.36 -60.43 -31.45 -16.74 -8.64 -3.92 -1.07 0.70
1Y -198.02 -72.32 -29.82 -12.27 -4.22 -0.32 1.66 2.67
Table 2. κ: Error for Put 25 implied volatilities in basis points
κ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1M -0.86 0.60 1.61 2.33 2.86 3.25 3.55 3.78
3M -49.82 -27.87 -16.03 -9.08 -4.74 -1.92 -0.02 1.29
6M -121.83 -57.64 -29.37 -15.03 -7.19 -2.66 0.05 1.70
1Y -194.14 -69.80 -27.98 -10.85 -3.11 0.60 2.41 3.31
14The Feller condition is
2κθ > λ2.
We will use red text to indicate when the Feller condition is not satisfied. Note that in application, this
condition is almost always violated. That is, parameters calibrated from market data almost always violate
the Feller condition, see for example Clark [10], Da Fonseca and Grasselli [11], Ribeiro and Poulsen [30].
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Table 3. κ: Error for Put 10 implied volatilities in basis points
κ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1M -0.79 0.77 1.84 2.59 3.14 3.55 3.86 4.09
3M -48.42 -26.74 -15.11 -8.30 -4.09 -1.35 0.47 1.72
6M -118.47 -55.45 -27.71 -13.80 -6.19 -1.81 0.80 2.37
1Y -191.35 -68.26 -27.22 -10.51 -2.94 0.65 2.41 3.27
7.1.2. Varying θ. We vary θ over the values
{7e-03, 10e-03, 13e-03, 16e-03, 19e-03, 22e-03, 25e-03, 28e-03}.
Table 4. θ: Error for ATM implied volatilities in basis points
θ 7e-03 10e-03 13e-03 16e-03 19e-03 22e-03 25e-03 28e-03
1M -0.26 0.70 1.42 1.97 2.40 2.75 3.04 3.28
3M -12.55 -6.34 -2.78 -0.55 0.95 2.02 2.80 3.39
6M -14.60 -7.29 -3.45 -1.14 0.34 1.35 2.07 2.60
1Y -8.21 -3.30 -0.81 0.62 1.51 2.10 2.50 2.79
Table 5. θ: Error for Put 25 implied volatilities in basis points
θ 7e-03 10e-03 13e-03 16e-03 19e-03 22e-03 25e-03 28e-03
1M -0.20 0.77 1.51 2.07 2.50 2.86 3.15 3.40
3M -11.62 -5.76 -2.38 -0.25 1.17 2.17 2.91 3.47
6M -13.50 -6.47 -2.76 -0.56 0.86 1.82 2.50 3.00
1Y -6.48 -1.69 0.75 2.17 3.06 3.67 4.10 4.41
Table 6. θ: Error for Put 10 implied volatilities in basis points
θ 7e-03 10e-03 13e-03 16e-03 19e-03 22e-03 25e-03 28e-03
1M -0.09 0.87 1.58 2.12 2.54 2.88 3.16 3.39
3M -11.88 -6.22 -3.01 -1.01 0.31 1.23 1.90 2.41
6M -11.89 -4.97 -1.31 0.87 2.29 3.26 3.95 4.48
1Y -6.33 -1.89 0.29 1.50 2.24 2.71 3.03 3.25
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7.1.3. Varying λ. We vary λ over the values {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}.
Table 7. λ: Error for ATM implied volatilities in basis points
λ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1M 2.80 2.97 2.24 -0.56 -6.59 -16.77 -31.73 -51.86
3M 2.95 1.50 -4.39 -17.01 -37.79 -67.67 -107.02 -155.90
6M 2.77 0.53 -6.99 -22.03 -45.92 -79.29 -122.64 -176.50
1Y 3.08 1.78 -3.14 -13.33 -29.85 -53.44 -84.54 -123.02
Table 8. λ: Error for Put 25 implied volatilities in basis points
λ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1M 3.80 4.11 3.51 0.86 -4.98 -14.88 -29.54 -49.41
3M 3.59 2.42 -3.08 -15.25 -35.61 -64.91 -103.80 -152.11
6M 3.60 1.70 -5.50 -20.04 -43.33 -76.10 -118.78 -171.52
1Y 3.32 2.10 -2.73 -12.74 -29.21 -52.35 -82.97 -121.09
Table 9. λ: Error for Put 10 implied volatilities in basis points
λ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1M 3.56 3.91 3.40 0.90 -4.73 -14.36 -28.73 -48.09
3M 4.04 3.06 -2.19 -13.96 -33.74 -62.50 -100.87 -148.80
6M 3.84 2.06 -4.91 -19.30 -42.33 -74.85 -117.27 -169.57
1Y 3.71 2.78 -1.70 -11.29 -26.99 -49.50 -79.77 -117.51
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7.1.4. Varying ρ. We vary ρ over the values {−0.7,−0.6,−0.5,−0.4,−0.3,−0.2,−0.1, 0}.
Table 10. ρ: Error for ATM implied volatilities in basis points
ρ -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0
1M 52.52 24.09 9.93 2.59 -1.25 -3.20 -4.08 -4.28
3M 53.60 21.85 4.84 -4.89 -10.63 -13.97 -15.71 -16.17
6M 52.02 20.13 2.84 -7.24 -13.33 -17.01 -18.99 -19.55
1Y 48.20 19.17 4.09 -4.33 -9.24 -12.11 -13.60 -13.91
Table 11. ρ: Error for Put 25 implied volatilities in basis points
ρ -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0
1M 55.43 26.08 11.36 3.66 -0.42 -2.54 -3.55 -3.85
3M 57.58 24.55 6.73 -3.55 -9.66 -13.29 -15.24 -15.89
6M 54.73 21.62 3.61 -6.90 -13.27 -17.11 -19.19 -19.83
1Y 49.97 19.92 4.28 -4.47 -9.55 -12.50 -14.02 -14.34
Table 12. ρ: Error for Put 10 implied volatilities in basis points
ρ -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0
1M 56.28 26.32 11.26 3.37 -0.79 -2.92 -3.91 -4.17
3M 60.03 26.03 7.61 -3.05 -9.42 -13.20 -15.28 -16.01
6M 58.74 24.43 5.63 -5.45 -12.23 -16.40 -18.75 -19.61
1Y 54.35 23.14 6.70 -2.62 -8.14 -11.45 -13.27 -13.87
The above sensitivity analysis is consistent with what we expect. For example, for large
maturity T , large vol-vol λ or large correlation |ρ|, the component-wise variance of the
difference in the expansion and evaluation point increases. Thus, when these parameters
are large, we expect the approximation to break down. As we can see, this indeed occurs.
For realistic parameter values we see that the magnitude of error is around 10-50bps,
which is reasonable for application purposes.
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7.2. GARCH sensitivity analysis. We start from the same ‘safe’ parameter set from
Section 7.1, albeit with ρ = 0 always.
7.2.1. Varying κ. We vary κ over the values {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
Table 13. κ: Error for ATM implied volatilities in basis points
κ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1M 0.044 0.090 0.122 0.146 0.163 0.174 0.182 0.186
3M 0.003 0.019 0.026 0.028 0.027 0.025 0.022 0.019
6M 0.020 0.027 0.027 0.024 0.021 0.019 0.016 0.015
1Y -0.047 -0.015 -0.004 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.003
Table 14. κ: Error for Put 25 implied volatilities in basis points
κ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1M 0.044 0.092 0.127 0.152 0.171 0.183 0.192 0.197
3M 0.045 0.056 0.060 0.059 0.056 0.052 0.048 0.043
6M -0.031 -0.013 -0.006 -0.003 -0.003 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002
1Y -0.064 -0.029 -0.016 -0.010 -0.006 -0.004 -0.002 -0.002
Table 15. κ: Error for Put 10 implied volatilities in basis points
κ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1M 0.072 0.118 0.151 0.175 0.192 0.204 0.212 0.216
3M -0.074 -0.052 -0.040 -0.034 -0.032 -0.031 -0.031 -0.031
6M -0.004 0.004 0.005 0.003 0.001 0.000 -0.001 -0.002
1Y -0.044 -0.013 -0.003 0.001 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
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7.2.2. Varying θ. We vary θ over the values
{7e-03, 10e-03, 13e-03, 16e-03, 19e-03, 22e-03, 25e-03, 28e-03}.
Table 16. θ: Error for ATM implied volatilities in basis points
θ 7e-03 10e-03 13e-03 16e-03 19e-03 22e-03 25e-03 28e-03
1M 0.039 0.077 0.112 0.143 0.171 0.198 0.223 0.246
3M 0.046 0.061 0.073 0.085 0.095 0.104 0.113 0.121
6M 0.012 0.019 0.024 0.029 0.033 0.036 0.040 0.043
1Y -0.040 -0.045 -0.050 -0.054 -0.058 -0.062 -0.066 -0.069
Table 17. θ: Error for Put 25 implied volatilities in basis points
θ 7e-03 10e-03 13e-03 16e-03 19e-03 22e-03 25e-03 28e-03
1M 0.051 0.089 0.124 0.156 0.185 0.212 0.237 0.261
3M 0.019 0.031 0.042 0.051 0.059 0.066 0.072 0.079
6M 0.013 0.017 0.020 0.023 0.026 0.029 0.031 0.033
1Y -0.047 -0.055 -0.063 -0.069 -0.075 -0.081 -0.086 -0.091
Table 18. θ: Error for Put 10 implied volatilities in basis points
θ 7e-03 10e-03 13e-03 16e-03 19e-03 22e-03 25e-03 28e-03
1M 0.043 0.081 0.116 0.147 0.176 0.203 0.228 0.252
3M 0.024 0.038 0.049 0.059 0.067 0.075 0.082 0.089
6M -0.010 -0.009 -0.008 -0.008 -0.007 -0.007 -0.007 -0.007
1Y -0.034 -0.038 -0.042 -0.045 -0.049 -0.052 -0.055 -0.058
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7.2.3. Varying λ. We vary λ over the values {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}.
Table 19. λ: Error for ATM implied volatilities in basis points
λ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1M -0.184 -0.182 -0.179 -0.176 -0.173 -0.168 -0.161 -0.153
3M -0.030 -0.026 -0.020 -0.012 0.000 0.016 0.040 0.073
6M -0.015 -0.017 -0.018 -0.015 -0.007 0.010 0.039 0.083
1Y 0.004 0.008 0.013 0.021 0.034 0.055 0.088 0.135
Table 20. λ: Error for Put 25 implied volatilities in basis points
λ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1M -0.194 -0.197 -0.200 -0.203 -0.204 -0.205 -0.204 -0.201
3M -0.032 -0.028 -0.023 -0.015 -0.004 0.013 0.036 0.070
6M -0.019 -0.024 -0.026 -0.025 -0.017 -0.002 0.026 0.069
1Y 0.008 0.014 0.021 0.032 0.048 0.073 0.109 0.160
Table 21. λ: Error for Put 10 implied volatilities in basis points
λ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1M -0.185 -0.184 -0.183 -0.180 -0.177 -0.173 -0.167 -0.159
3M -0.036 -0.033 -0.029 -0.023 -0.012 0.003 0.026 0.059
6M -0.010 -0.010 -0.007 -0.001 0.011 0.031 0.063 0.112
1Y -0.008 -0.011 -0.012 -0.009 -0.002 0.014 0.040 0.082
The GARCH error behaves well, with most errors being less than 1bp in magnitude. In
contrast to the Heston analysis, this is most likely due to the case that the correlation ρ is
assumed to be 0 always. Otherwise, the approximation behaves as we expect, with errors
being larger for large maturity T and vol-vol λ, as the variance of the difference in the
expansion and evaluation point will grow with these parameters.
8. Conclusion
We have considered a closed-form expansion formula for European put option prices in
the context of stochastic volatility models with time-dependent parameters. Our method
involves a second-order Taylor expansion of the mixing solution, and then the explicit
computation of a number of expectations via use of change of measure techniques. Such
a method has been considered by Drimus with respect to the Heston model with constant
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parameters [12]. We extend this method as we consider time-dependent parameters, which
requires an additional approximation of one of the expectations. Furthermore, we obtain
an explicit expression for the error term induced by the expansion. We give general
bounds on the induced error term in terms of higher order moments of the underlying
variance process. Under the Heston framework, we find that all expectations induced by
the expansion are able to be computed explicitly. Furthermore, we attempt to generalise
this method to the GARCH diffusion and IGa models. We show that any sort of explicit
solution or explicit moments of the resulting variance process after the change of measure
is non-trivial to compute. By assuming ρ = 0 a.e. in the GARCH and IGa models, we
are able to work around this problem, albeit with the added assumption of uncorrelated
spot and volatility movements. Additionally, we devise a fast calibration scheme which
exploits a recursive property of our integral operators. Lastly, we perform a numerical
error and sensitivity analysis to investigate the quality of our approximation in the Heston
and GARCH models. We find that the error is well within the range appropriate for
application purposes and behaves as we expect for certain parameter values, such as long
maturity, large vol-vol and large correlation. Also, it is worth noting that the explicit
expressions for moments and mixed moments of the IGa process may be the first in the
literature. The purely probabilistic mixing solution approach, which is the backbone
of our expansion method, is very appealing due to its generality and ability to handle
time-dependent parameters. Further research would be needed to combine it, with no
correlation restriction, with the type of non-affine stochastic volatility models favoured by
practitioners.
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Appendix A. Mixing solution
In this appendix, we give a derivation of the result referred to as the mixing solution by
Hull and White [18]. This result is crucial for the expansion methodology implemented
in Section 2. Hull and White first established the expression for the case of independent
Brownian motions W and B. Later on, this was extended by Willard for the correlated
Brownian motions case [34]. Under the risk-neutral measure Q, suppose that the spot S
with variance σ follows the dynamics
dSt = St((r
d
t − rft )dt+
√
σtdWt), S0,
dσt = α(t, σt)dt+ β(t, σt)dBt, σ0,
d〈W,B〉t = ρtdt.
We give an outline of the result
Put = e−
∫ T
0 r
d
t dtE(K − ST )+ = E
{
e−
∫ T
0 r
d
t dtE
[
(K − ST )+|FBT
]}
= E
(
PutBS
(
S0ξT ,
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt
))
,
where
PutBS(x, y) = Ke
− ∫ T0 rdt dtN (−d−)− xe−
∫ T
0 r
f
t dtN (−d+),
d±(x, y) = d± =
ln(x/K) +
∫ T
0 (r
d
t − rft )dt√
y
± 1
2
√
y.
Proof. By writing the driving Brownian motion of the spot asWt =
∫ t
0 ρudBu+
∫ t
0
√
1− ρ2udZu,
where Z is an artificial Brownian motion under Q which is independent of B, this gives
the explicit strong solution of S as
ST = S0ξT exp
{∫ T
0
(rdt − rft )dt−
1
2
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt+
∫ T
0
√
σt(1− ρ2t )dZt
}
,
ξt := exp
{∫ t
0
ρu
√
σudBu − 1
2
∫ t
0
ρ2uσudu
}
.
First, notice that both σ and ξ are adapted to the filtration (FBt )0≤t≤T . Thus, it is evident
that ST |FBT will have a log-normal distribution
ST |FBT ∼ LN
(
µ˜(T ), σ˜2(T )
)
,
µ˜(T ) := ln(S0ξT ) +
∫ T
0
(rdt − rft )dt−
1
2
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt,
σ˜2(T ) :=
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt.
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Hence, the calculation of e−
∫ T
0 r
d
t dtE((K − ST )+|FBT ) will result in a Black-Scholes like
formula.
e−
∫ T
0
rdt dtE((K − ST )+|FBT )
= Ke−
∫ T
0
rdt dtN
(
ln(K)− µ˜(T )
σ˜(T )
)
− e−
∫ T
0
rdt dteµ˜(T )+
1
2
σ˜2(T )N
(
ln(K)− µ˜(T )− σ˜2(T )
σ˜(T )
)
= Ke−
∫ T
0
rdt dtN
(
ln(K)− µ˜(T )− 12 σ˜2(T )
σ˜(T )
+
1
2
σ˜(T )
)
− S0ξT e−
∫ T
0
rft dtN
(
ln(K)− µ˜(T )− 12 σ˜2(T )
σ˜(T )
− 1
2
σ˜(T )
)
= Ke−
∫ T
0 r
d
t dtN
(
ln(K/S0ξT )−
∫ T
0 (r
d
t − rft )dt
σ˜(T )
+
1
2
σ˜(T )
)
− S0ξT e−
∫ T
0
rft dtN
(
ln(K/S0ξT )−
∫ T
0 (r
d
t − rft )dt
σ˜(T )
− 1
2
σ˜(T )
)
.
It is immediate that e−
∫ T
0 r
d
t dtE((K − ST )+|FBT ) = PutBS
(
S0ξT , σ˜
2(T )
)
. 
Appendix B. PutBS partial derivatives
This appendix contains some partial derivatives for the Black-Scholes put option for-
mula PutBS. One can think of these partial derivatives as being analogous to Black-
Scholes Greeks. However, these are slightly different as our Black-Scholes formulas are
parametrised with respect to integrated variance rather than volatility.
B.1. First-order PutBS.
∂xPutBS = e
− ∫ T0 r
f
udu (N (d+)− 1) ,
∂yPutBS =
xe−
∫ T
0
rfuduφ(d+)
2
√
y
.
B.2. Second-order PutBS.
∂xxPutBS =
e−
∫ T
0 r
f
uduφ(d+)
x
√
y
,
∂yyPutBS =
xe−
∫ T
0
rfuduφ(d+)
4y3/2
(d−d+ − 1),
∂xyPutBS = (−1)e
− ∫ T
0
rfuduφ(d+)d−
2y
.
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B.3. Third-order PutBS.
∂xxxPutBS = (−1)e
− ∫ T0 r
f
uduφ(d+)
x2y
(d+ +
√
y),
∂xxyPutBS =
e−
∫ T
0
rfuduφ(d+)
2y
(d−d+ − 1),
∂xyyPutBS = (−1)e
− ∫ T
0
rfuduφ(d+)
2y2
(
d2−d+
2
− d+
2
− d−
)
,
∂yyyPutBS =
xe−
∫ T
0 r
f
uduφ(d+)
8y5/2
(
(d−d+ − 1)2 − (d− + d+)2 + 2
)
.
B.4. Fourth-order PutBS.
∂xxxxPutBS =
e−
∫ T
0 r
f
uduφ(d+)
x3y3/2
(d2+ + 3d+
√
y + 2y + 1),
∂xxxyPutBS =
e−
∫ T
0 r
f
uduφ(d+)
2xy3/2
(d−(1− d2+)),
∂xxyyPutBS = (−1)e
− ∫ T0 r
f
uduφ(d+)
2xy5/2
(
1
2
(d− + d+)2 + d−d+
(
1− d−d+
2
)
− 3
2
)
,
∂xyyyPutBS =
e−
∫ T
0
rfuduφ(d+)
8y3
(
(
√
y − d+)
[
(d−d+ − 1)2 − (d− + d+)2 + 2
]
+ 4 [d+(d− − d+)− d− − d+]
)
,
∂yyyyPutBS =
xe−
∫ T
0
rfuduφ(d+)
8y7/2
(
1
2
(d−d+ − 1)2(d−d+ − 5)− (d−d+ − 1)(d− + d+)
− 1
2
(d− + d+)2(d−d+ − 7) + (d−d+ − 1)
)
.
Appendix C. Call options
The approximation of call option prices follows a similar methodology to that of put
options. We state the result without the proof.
Call = e−
∫ T
0 r
d
t dtE(ST −K)+ = E
{
e−
∫ T
0 r
d
t dtE
[
(ST −K)+|FBT
]}
= E
(
CallBS
(
S0ξT ,
∫ T
0
σt(1− ρ2t )dt
))
,
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where
CallBS(x, y) := xe
− ∫ T0 r
f
t dtN (d+)−Ke−
∫ T
0 r
d
t dtN (d−)
d± := d±(x, y) :=
ln(x/K) +
∫ T
0 (r
d
t − rft )dt√
y
± 1
2
√
y.
The expansion will be the same as the put option case, and it can be seen via the Put-Call
parity
CallBS(x, y)− PutBS(x, y) = xe−
∫ T
0 r
f
t dt −Ke−
∫ T
0 r
d
t dt,
that the second-order Call Greeks will be the same as the Put Greeks. Interestingly, the
only difference between the call and put option price is the zero-th order term.
Appendix D. Calculation of moments
In this appendix, we derive expressions for some of the moments, mixed moments and
covariances of the CIR and IGa processes used in this thesis. Although the results for the
CIR process are well known, one could deem the calculation of such terms for the IGa
process as non-trivial. In fact, according to our knowledge, we have not seen a derivation
of IGa moments with time-dependent parameters in the literature.
D.1. Moments of the CIR process. Let V be a CIR(v0;κt, θt, λt). It satisfies the SDE
dVt = κt(θt − Vt)dt+ λt
√
VtdBt, V0 = v0,
where we assume κ, θ and λ are time-dependent and deterministic and satisfy some regu-
larity conditions. For s < t, it can be integrated to obtain
Vt = Vse
− ∫ t
s
κzdz +
∫ t
s
e−
∫ t
u
κzdzκuθudu+
∫ t
s
e−
∫ t
u
κzdzλu
√
VudBu.(20)
In particular, for s = 0,
Vt = v0e
− ∫ t
0
κzdz +
∫ t
0
e−
∫ t
u
κzdzκuθudu+
∫ t
0
e−
∫ t
u
κzdzλu
√
VudBu.(21)
V has the following moments:
E(V nt ) = e
− ∫ t0 nκzdz
(
vn0 +
∫ t
0
e
∫ u
0 nκzdz
(
nκuθu +
1
2
n(n− 1)λ2u
)
E(V n−1u )du
)
Var(Vt) =
∫ t
0
λ2ue
−2 ∫ t
u
κzdz
{
v0e
− ∫ u
0
κzdz +
∫ u
0
e−
∫ u
p
κzdzκpθpdp
}
du.
Cov(Vs, Vt) = e
− ∫ ts κzdz
∫ s
0
λ2ue
−2 ∫ su κzdz
{
v0e
− ∫ u0 κzdz +
∫ u
0
e−
∫ u
p κzdzκpθpdp
}
du
E(V ms V
n
t ) = e
− ∫ t0 nκzdz
(
E(V m+ns ) +
∫ t
s
e
∫ u
0 nκzdz
(
nκuθu +
1
2
n(n− 1)λ2u
)
E(V ms V
n−1
u )du
)
Cov(V ms , V
n
t ) = E(V
m
s V
n
t )− E(V ms )E(V nt ),
all for m,n ≥ 1 and s < t.
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We give an outline for obtaining Var(Vt) and Cov(Vs, Vt). The other terms follow a similar
methodology.
Proof. Notice that Var(Vt) = E(Vt − E(Vt))2. Then using eq. (21) and E(Vt),
Var(Vt) = E
(∫ t
0
e−
∫ t
u
κzdzλu
√
VudBu
)2
=
∫ t
0
e−2
∫ t
u
κzdzλ2uE(Vu)du.
Assume s < t. Using the representation of Vt in terms of Vs eq. (20), we have
Cov(Vs, Vt) = Cov
(
Vs, Vse
− ∫ t
s
κzdz +
∫ t
s
e−
∫ t
u
κzdzκuθudu+
∫ t
s
e−
∫ t
u
κzdzλu
√
VudBu
)
= e−
∫ t
s
κuduVar(Vs),
where we have used that Vs is independent of the Itoˆ integral
∫ t
s e
− ∫ tu κzdzλu
√
VudBu. 
D.2. Moments of the IGa process. Let V be an IGa(v0;κt, θt, λt). It satisfies the SDE
dVt = κt(θt − Vt)dt+ λtVtdBt, V0 = v0,
where we assume κ, θ and λ are time-dependent and deterministic and satisfy some regu-
larity conditions. Let Y be a GBM(1;−κt, λt). Then for s < t, V has the explicit strong
solution
Vt = Vs
Yt
Ys
(
v0 +
∫ t
0 κuθu/Yudu
v0 +
∫ s
0 κuθu/Yudu
)
.
In particular, for s = 0,
Vt = Yt
(
v0 +
∫ t
0
κuθu
Yu
du
)
.
V has the following moments:
E(V nt ) = e
∫ t
0
n(n−1)
2
λ2z−nκzdz
(
vn0 + n
∫ t
0
κuθue
− ∫ u
0
n(n−1)
2
λ2z−nκzdzE(V n−1u )du
)
Var(Vt) = e
−2 ∫ t
0
κzdz
∫ t
0
λ2uE(V
2
u )e
2
∫ u
0
κzdzdu
Cov(Vs, Vt) = Var(Vs)e
− ∫ ts κzdz
E(V ms V
n
t ) = e
∫ t
0
n(n−1)
2
λ2z−nκzdz
(
E(V m+ns )e
− ∫ s
0
n(n−1)
2
λ2z−nκzdz
+ n
∫ t
s
κuθue
− ∫ u0
n(n−1)
2
λ2z−nκzdzE(V ms V
n−1
u )du
)
Cov(V ms , V
n
t ) = E(V
m
s V
n
t )− E(V ms )E(V nt ),
all for m,n ≥ 1 and s < t. We show how to obtain E(V ns V mt ). The other terms follow a
similar methodology.
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Proof. We consider the differential of V n.
d(V nt ) =
(
nκtθtV
n−1
t +
(
1
2
n(n− 1)λ2t − nκt
)
V nt
)
dt+ nλtV
n
t dBt
⇒ V nt = V ns +
∫ t
s
nκuθuV
n−1
u +
(
1
2
n(n− 1)λ2u − nκu
)
V nu du+
∫ t
s
nλuV
n
u dBu.
Multiplying both sides by V ms and taking expectation yields
E(V ms V
n
t ) = E(V
n+m
s ) +
∫ t
s
nκuθuE(V
m
s V
n−1
u ) +
(
1
2
n(n− 1)λ2u − nκu
)
E(V ms V
n
u )du.
Differentiating both sides in t and letting Mm,ns (t) := E(V ms V
n
t ), then
d
dt
Mm,ns (t) = nκtθtM
m,n−1
s (t) +
(
1
2
n(n− 1)λ2t − nκt
)
Mm,ns (t).
This is a first order ODE, which can be solved with the integrating factor method by
integrating from s to t. 
Appendix E. Solutions to SDEs with linear diffusion
Suppose the diffusion U solves the SDE
dUt = f(t, Ut)dt+ νtUtdB˜t, U0 = u0,(22)
where (νt)0≤t≤T is adapted to the Brownian filtration and f and ν satisfy some regularity
conditions15 so that a pathwise unique strong solution for U exists. Then if an explicit
solution exists, it is given by
Ut = Yt/Ft,
where F is a GBM(1; ν2t ,−νt), That is,
dFt = ν
2
t Ftdt− νtFtdBt, F0 = 1,
⇒ Ft = exp
{∫ t
0
1
2
ν2udu−
∫ t
0
νudB˜u
}
,
and Y solves the integral equation (written in differential form)
dYt = Ftf
(
t,
Yt
Ft
)
dt, Y0 = u0.(23)
15f being Lipschitz in x, uniformly in t and ν bounded on [0, T ] (and thus β(t, x) = νtx is Lipschitz in x
uniformly in t) is enough for this to be true.
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Proof. We essentially verify that this form of U satisfies the SDE eq. (22).
d
(
Yt
Ft
)
= d (1/Ft)Yt +
1
Ft
dYt + d (1/Ft) dYt
=
({
νt
Ft
dBt − ν
2
t
Ft
dt
}
+
ν2t
Ft
dt
)
Yt + f (t, Yt/Ft) dt+ 0
=
Yt
Ft
νtdBt + f (t, Yt/Ft) dt
= νtUtdBt + f(t, Ut)dt.

